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1. Scope

This document provides the architecture for the Categorization Based Content Screening (CBCS) Enabler of OMA. The objective of the Categorization Based Content Screening (CBCS) Enabler is to apply Screening Rules before delivering Content to the mobile user, using Content categorization. A Content Category qualifies the type of Content, according to a categorization scheme. The CBCS Enabler can obtain the Content Category for a given piece of Content from a Categorization Entity, or from the Content itself.

There are two usage patterns for the CBCS Enabler. In the first pattern, the CBCS Enabler applies Screening Rules whenever a Resource makes a Content request or reply. In the second pattern, a Resource explicitly solicits Content Screening from the CBCS Enabler.

The architecture shown in this document is intended to facilitate the development of specifications for obtaining Content Categories and for defining, managing, evaluating, and enforcing Screening Rules in a way that is scalable and flexible yet independent of any specific implementation scheme.

Note that this Enabler does not specify individual Screening Rules, but rather addresses requirements on how to express Screening Rules. The specification of categorization schemes, CBCS User interaction (such as customer facing warnings and requests for consent), CBCS User Profile, pattern matching techniques and delegation of management rights also falls out of the scope of the Enabler specification.
2. References

2.1 Normative References

[CBCS-RD] “Categorization Based Content Screening Framework Requirements”, Open Mobile Alliance™, OMA-RD_CBCS-V1_0, URL: http://www.openmobilealliance.org/

[OSE-AD] “OMA Service Environment”, Open Mobile Alliance™, OMA-AD-Service-Environment-V1_0_4, URL: http://www.openmobilealliance.org/


2.2 Informative References

3. Terminology and Conventions

3.1 Conventions

The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”, “RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

All sections and appendixes, except “Scope” and “Introduction”, are normative, unless they are explicitly indicated to be informative.

3.2 Definitions

For the purposes of the present document, the terms and definitions given in [OMA-DICT] and the following apply:

- **Authorized Principal**: A Principal [OMA-DICT] with permissions to perform specific action(s) or receive specific information [CBCS-RD]
- **Categorization Based Content Screening Service Provider**: The Service Provider [OMA-DICT] that deploys the CBCS Enabler [CBCS-RD]
- **Categorization Based Content Screening User Profile**: The User Profile [OMA-DICT] applicable to the CBCS Enabler [CBCS-RD]
- **Categorization Based Content Screening User**: A Principal whose receivable or transmitted Content is subject to a CBCS Enabler implementation [CBCS-RD]
- **Categorized Content**: Content for which a set of Content Categories have been assigned [CBCS-RD]
- **Content**: Digitized work that is processed, stored, or transmitted. It includes such things as text, presentation, audio, images, video, executable files, etc. Content may have properties such as media type, mime type, etc. [OMA-DICT]
- **Content Categorization Entity**: The entity that assigns Content Categories to Content [CBCS-RD]
- **Content Categorization Rule**: A rule that is capable of identifying an appropriate Content Category for certain Content
- **Content Category**: A category assigned to Content, aiming to describe the characteristics of the Content [CBCS-RD]
- **Content Provider**: The entity making Content available to the Categorization Based Content Screening User [CBCS-RD]
- **Content Scanning**: The act of determining the Content Category (or Content Categories) of the Content [CBCS-RD]
- **Content Screening**: The act of blocking, allowing or amending Content [CBCS-RD]
- **Content Screening Authority**: An entity which defines Content Categories and/or Screening Rules. The CBCS Enabler does not define the detailed functionality offered by the Content Screening Authority [CBCS-RD]
- **Non-Categorized Content**: Content for which no Content Category has been assigned [CBCS-RD]
- **Screening Action**: A Policy Action [OMA-DICT] applicable to the CBCS Enabler [CBCS-RD]
- **Screening Criteria**: Policy Conditions [OMA-DICT] applicable to the CBCS Enabler [CBCS-RD]
- **Screening Rule**: A Policy Rule [OMA-DICT] that uses Screening Criteria and Screening Actions [CBCS-RD]

3.3 Abbreviations

For the purposes of the present document, the abbreviations given in [OMA-DICT] and the following apply:

- **CAMEL**: Customised Applications for Mobile networks Enhanced Logic
- **CBCS**: Categorization Based Content Screening
CBCS-1  CBCS Categorization interface
CBCS-2  CBCS Categorization Rules management interface
CBCS-3  CBCS Categorization association interface
CBCS.PEM-1 PEEM Callable interface extended for use in CBCS
CBCS.PEM-2 PEEM Management interface inherited for use in CBCS
HTTP     Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
IM       Instant Messaging
IPsec    IP Security
MMS      Multimedia Messaging Service
MSISDN   Mobile Station ISDN number
PEEM     Policy Evaluation, Enforcement, and Management
PEL      Policy Expression Language
PEM-1    PEEM Callable interface
PEM-2    PEEM Management interface
SIP      Session Initiation Protocol
SMS      Short Message Service
TLS      Transport Level Security
URI      Uniform Resource Identifier
WAP      Wireless Application Protocol
4. Introduction (Informative)

As the multimedia capabilities of mobile terminals improve, an increasing number of Content services become available to mobile users. As a consequence, the mobile user’s exposure to illegal, undesired or malicious Content also increases. As mobile devices have become widespread among all parts of the population, this creates a new challenge of protecting users, for example minors, from inappropriate Content. We consider Content in the broadest sense: Content can be the body of a message (request or reply), but it can also be the request itself (for example referring to a forbidden URI).

The objective of the Categorization Based Content Screening (CBCS) Enabler is to screen Content, independent of either the Resource (e.g. device [CBCS-RD]) that is used to request screening, or to which Content is being pushed, or the Enabler or protocol that is used to deliver the Content to the Resource (e.g. device [CBCS-RD]).

The screening process may use information such as:

- a Content Category,
- the Content source (for example, the URI or the Content owner),
- a CBCS User Profile (such as the user’s MSISDN, age, preferred and banned type of Content),
- Screening Rules.

As a result of applying the rules, the Content may pass, be blocked, be subject to modification, be combined with a warning, or pass after consent is received from an authorized principal. The Screening Rules are managed by authorized Principals.

4.1 Planned Phases

Most of the CBCS requirements are planned to be fully met in this release [CBCS-RD]. No future releases are currently planned.

4.2 Security Considerations

The CBCS Enabler (Content Screening Component) can be deployed according to two usage patterns (callable and proxy usage pattern). In both usage patterns, interaction with the CBCS Enabler implementation may be within the same domain or across domain boundaries. For both cases appropriate security measures should be considered, such as IPsec, TLS and web service security. If the encrypted Content is to be processed by CBCS, it must be decrypted as part of the processing.

Note that different domains may imply: different administrative domains, different security domains and/or the need to traverse insecure networks between the domains.

In both usage patterns the CBCS Enabler implementation may delegate to (i.e. make a request to) other Resources such as a Charging Enabler implementation. These other (delegated to) Resources may or may not reside in different security or administrative domains and appropriate security measures should be considered for each case. Appropriate key management and selective encryption when delegating functions may be required and may be specified by the Screening Rules.

In both usage patterns the Screening Rules are managed (i.e., create, delete, modify, view Screening Rules) through the management interface. Various management actors such as network operator and end-user are supported and appropriate associated security measures need to be applied. It should be possible to authenticate requestors, (e.g., an end-user, or other principles authorised by service provider or third party) and secure the management interface exchanges for both the intra-domain and the inter-domain case.
5. Architectural Model

5.1 Dependencies

The CBCS Enabler depends on PEEM [PEEM-AD] for its callable interface (a.k.a. CBCS.PEM-1 [PEM-1-TS]) and management interface (a.k.a. CBCS.PEM-2 [PEM-2-TS]). The CBCS Enabler specifications will define how to apply the CBCS.PEM-1 and CBCS.PEM-2 interfaces to achieve Categorization Based Content Screening. The CBCS Enabler may be realized using PEEM proxy and callable usage pattern.

5.2 Architectural Diagram

This section contains the CBCS architectural diagram using some PEEM nomenclature [PEEM-AD].

![CBCS Enabler architecture diagram]

The CBCS Enabler consists of two independent functional components, the Content Categorization Component and the Content Screening Component:

- Content Screening Component: processes Content according to Screening Rules, CBCS User Profile information and Content Category/other characteristics (see also Section 5.3.1), and
- Content Categorization Component: The Content Categorization Component is responsible for mapping Content and/or Content references (e.g., URI) in the incoming request to a set of Content Categories. This component can be called directly by any Resource or by the Content Screening Component. (see also Section 5.3.2). This component can also be called in order to manage categories related to Content.

The two components can be used together or separately. The Content Screening Component can be deployed in the proxy usage pattern [PEEM-AD: Section 5.2] and/or in the callable usage pattern [PEEM-AD: Section 5.2]. Also, it is evident from the CBCS Requirements Document [CBCS-RD] that an interface is required for the purposes of managing Screening Rules.
and since Screening Rules are Policy Rules specific to CBCS, the PEEM interface for Policy Rules management (PEM-2) may be re-used [PEEM-AD: Section 5.3.4] to create interface CBCS.PEM-2.

The Content Screening Component may use the “Interface to other Resources” to access the CBCS User Profile, but the specification of this interface and the definition of the CBCS User Profile itself are out of the scope of the CBCS Enabler specification.

The functional components and interfaces are further described in section 5.3.

### 5.3 Functional Components and Interfaces

#### 5.3.1 Content Screening Component

The Content Screening Component has the following features:

- Identifies the Screening Rules associated with the incoming request (proxy or callable usage pattern). This phase may include:
  - The identification of the relevant fields which compose the “Content” in the request (“Content” part but also fields like sender information may be relevant)
  - The identification of Content Category. This information about Content Category may be present in the request. The information may not be used in case the sender is an untrusted source. In this case, or if no information about the Content Category is available, the Content Category may be determined using the CBCS-1 interface to the Content Categorization Component.

- Processes the Screening Rules:
  - The processing of the Screening Rules may use Content Category/other information received and/or use context information obtained through other means.
  - The screening rules may use information from the CBCS User Profile which may include the following:
    - User information:
      - User identification (communications addresses, e.g. MSISDN, email address, etc.)
      - Date of birth
      - Type of user (e.g. teenager, adult...)
      - Country of residence
    - Willingness to be asked for consent before receiving the Content
    - User preferences
      - Preferred and banned type of Content
  - As determined by the Screening Rules, processing may depend on the results of other functions (e.g., pattern matching). Note that specification of the interface to these functions is not in scope of CBCS.
  - The Content Screening Component may determine a decision:
    - in the proxy usage pattern the Screening Rules processing may complete by enforcing the resulting decision, or
    - in the callable usage pattern: the Screening Rules processing may complete by returning a decision to the requesting Resource or perform enforcement itself. If a decision is returned to a Resource, that Resource uses the rendered decision.

- Provides the management functions of creating, deleting, modifying and viewing of Screening Rules.

- To support roaming, the Screening Rules can be applied in CBCS Enablers in different domains, or can be combined and applied in one of them. In the former case, when there is a need for communication, the Enablers interact via
CBSCS.PEM-1. In the latter case, the Screening Rules in one CBSCS Enabler may be made available in the other domain using a CBSCS.PEM-2 interface.

The Screening Rules are expressed as PEEM rules [PEL-TS].

5.3.2 Content Categorization Component

The Content Categorization Component has the following features:

- Upon request made via the CBSCS-1 interface, this component maps Content/other information (e.g., reference to the Content) to a set of Content Categories which are returned. Internal functions (e.g. pattern recognition) that may be involved during the determination of the Content Categories to be returned are not directly exposed through the CBSCS-1 interface.

- Provides the management functions of creating, deleting, modifying and viewing of
  - Content Categorization rules.
  - Content references (e.g., URIs) and associated Content Categories.

As two CBSCS-1 arrows are represented in figure 1, this component can be used either by the Content Screening Component or another requestor.

The Categorization Rules are expressed as PEEM rules [PEEM-AD].

5.3.3 CBSCS.PEM-1 Interface

The CBSCS.PEM-1 interface to invoke the processing of Screening Rules is derived from PEM-1 [PEM-1-TS]. It is used to perform Content Screening in the callable usage pattern. The request passed over this interface may include the following parameters:

- Identification of the target principal for Content,
- Content or a Content reference (e.g., URI),
- Other information (e.g., Content metadata and categorization information)
- Content source (e.g. URI) and associated information

The response passed over this interface may include the following parameters:

- The decision resulting from the processing of the screening rules
- Additional explanatory information related to the decision (e.g. justification of a decision to not allow access to Content)

If needed, CBSCS specific input and/or output parameter may be added to extend the CBSCS.PEM-1 interface

5.3.4 CBSCS.PEM-2 Interface

The CBSCS.PEM-2 management interface to the Content Screening Component is derived from PEM-2. It is used to create, delete, modify and view Screening Rules.

5.3.5 CBSCS-1 Interface

Using this interface a Resource may obtain the Content Category (or Categories) for given Content.

Input parameters in the request may include:

- the Content itself or a Content reference (e.g. URI)
• Content related information (e.g. Content metadata and categorization information)
• Content source (e.g. URI) and associated information.
• A request identifier.

Output parameters in the response may include:

• A set of Content Categories (i.e. zero or more)
• Metadata associated with the Content Categories (e.g. for a sport category: type of sport, etc)
• The request identifier of the request to which this is the response.

5.3.6 CBCS-2 Interface

The CBCS-2 interface is used to create, delete, modify and view Content Categorization Rules.

5.3.7 CBCS-3 Interface

The CBCS-3 interface is used to associate (create, delete, modify and view) Content references (e.g., URIs or the Content itself) with Content Categories.

5.3.8 Interfaces Not Defined by CBCS Enabler (Informative)

Proxy Interface

While CBCS can be deployed in proxy pattern, a proxy interface is not specified by CBCS; this is because specifying such an interface depends on the protocols being proxied (e.g. Browsing, HTTP, Messaging, etc), which is out of scope for CBCS.

Interfaces to Other Resources

The Interface to other Resources is not specified by CBCS; it is a shorthand standing for all interfaces that CBCS may have to use for exchanges with delegated Resources, in the process of evaluating and/or enforcing Screening Rules or Content Categorization Rules. The Interface to other Resources may also be used to ask for consent to receive the Content. The CBCS Enabler has to ensure the correlation between the request and its response, but this is outside the scope of this enabler.

The user notifications may be performed by existing mechanisms. These mechanisms may involve: SMS, MMS, WAP PUSH and SIP Push, etc. Protocols for these deliveries are not specified in this specification.

The function of subscribing to the notification of specific event (e.g. subscribe to notifications of management operations performed on permissions rule they manage) can be performed by existing mechanisms, for example a web-page or a message (e.g. SIP SUBSCRIBE), which are not specified in this specification.
5.4 Flows

5.4.1 Flows on CBCS-1 Interface

Figure 2 Logical flow for the Content Categorization callable usage pattern

Figure 2 shows how the Content Categorization Requestor interacts with Content Categorization Component via CBCS-1 interface. Any Resource including the CBCS Screening Component may use the CBCS-1 interface to request a Content Category (flow #1), and then receive a result carrying the Content Categories that the Content is associated with (flow #2).

5.4.2 Flow in the Callable Usage Pattern of the Content Screening Component

The CBCS Enabler can be deployed in a callable usage pattern (see Figure 3).
Figure 3 Logical flows for the Content Screening Component callable usage pattern

The Content Screening Requestor uses CBCS.PEM-1 to send a request for Content Screening to the Content Screening Component (flow #1). Upon reception of the content screening request the Content Screening Component may or may not interact with Other Resources (flow #2 and #3) and this may be decided through processing of screening rules. The Content Screening Component then requests the Content Category of the Content to the Content Categorization component (flow #4) by means of CBCS-1. The Content Categorization component determines the Content Categories and returns the result (flow #5). The Content Screening component continues processing the Screening Rules and returns (flow #6) the outcome to the Content Screening Requestor.

An example of an interaction with Other Resources in flows #2 and #3 is a request to an identity management system to resolve the identity of the end-user. The details of such interactions with Other Resources fall out of the scope of the CBCS Enabler specifications.

5.4.3 Flow in the Proxy Usage Pattern

The CBCS Enabler can be applied in proxy usage pattern (see Figure 4).
Figure 4 Logical flows for the Content Screening Component proxy usage pattern

In Figure 4 the Target Resource Requestor sends Content (e.g., requests or responses that carry Content) to its Target Resource. That Content is intercepted by the Content Screening component (flow #1). Flows #2, #3, #4 and #5 are similar to the ones explained for the callable usage pattern in Figure 3. The Content Screening component processes the Screening Rules and applies the associated Screening Actions to the Content intercepted from the Target Resource Requestor. The Content Screening Component sends on the resulting Content (which may be equal to the original Content or not) to the Target Resource (flow #6).

5.4.4 Flow on the CBCS.PEM-2 Interface for the Screening Rules Management

In the Screening Rules management flows the Screening Rules Management Requestor issues a request for Content Screening Rules Management (flow #1 in Figure 5) to the Content Screening component, through the CBCS.PEM-2 interface. Upon reception of the request the Content Screening component identifies the type of Screening Rules management request (e.g., create, delete, modify, view), executes the appropriate function and returns the results to the Screening Rules Management Requestor (flow #2).
5.4.5 Flows to Manage Content Categories and Rules

In the Content Categorization Component management flows the Categorization Rules Management Requestor issues a request to manage Content Categorization Rules using CBCS-2 (flow #1 in figure 6a) or a request to associate Content references (e.g., URIs) with Content Categories using the CBCS-3 interface (flow #1 in figure 6b). Upon reception of the request the Content Categorization component identifies the type of management request (e.g., create, delete, modify, view), executes the appropriate function and returns the results to the Categorization Rules Management Requestor (flow #2 in figure 6a and figure 6b).
Figure 6 Management interactions with the Content Categorization Component

Legend
- Component specified by the CBCS Enabler
- Component not specified by the CBCS Enabler

(a) Request to manage Content Categorization Rules
   - Management Requestor
   - Content Categorization Component
   - (1) Request to manage Content Categorization Rules
   - Result
   - (2) Result

(b) Request to associate Content references with Content Categories
   - Management Requestor
   - Content Categorization Component
   - (1) Request to associate Content references with Content Categories
   - Result
   - (2) Result
5.4.6 Roaming scenarios

The CBCS Enabler MUST support roaming, however how to apply the CBCS Enabler to roaming users is essentially a deployment issue. This section explains how the CBCS Enabler MAY be used to screen content for roaming users.

The following scenarios have been identified for the use of the CBCS Enabler in roaming situations:

- **Home network only screening** (section 5.4.6.1): a Content Screening Requestor in the Visited network makes a CBCS.PEM-1 call to the CBCS Enabler in the Home network to screen the Content before delivery to the roaming user.

- **Independent screening in Home and Visited networks** (section 5.4.6.2): a Content Screening Requestor in the Visited network makes independent CBCS.PEM-1 calls to the CBCS Enabler in the Home and Visited networks to screen the Content before delivery to the roaming user.

- **Combined screening in Home or Visited network** (sections 5.4.6.3 and 5.4.6.4): the content is screened in the Home or Visited network, combining the Screening Rules from both networks. A CBCS.PEM-2 request is used to fetch the external Screening Rules from the other network.

- **PEM-1 delegation** (sections 5.4.6.5 and 5.4.6.6): the Home or Visited network delegates the CBCS.PEM-1 request to the other network, exporting the Screening Rules it wants the other network to evaluate.

### 5.4.6.1 Screening in Home network only

Before delivering Content to a roaming CBCS User, a Content Screening Requestor in a Visited network SHOULD make a screening request to the CBCS Enabler in the CBCS User’s Home network. This should be possible even if the Visited network has no CBCS Enabler deployed, or if the CBCS Enabler in the Visited network does not screen content for visiting CBCS Users. Figure 7 illustrates this scenario.

![Figure 7 Screening in the Home network of a roaming CBCS User](image-url)
5.4.6.2 Independent screening in Home and Visited networks

If the Visiting network requires content to be screened for roaming users, then a Content Screening Requestor MAY make independent screening requests to the CBCS Enabler in the Home network and the CBCS Enabler in the Visiting network. The Content Screening Requestor SHOULD deliver the Content to the visiting CBCS User only if the response from both the Home and Visited CBCS Enabler indicate that the Content can be delivered to the User. Figure 8 illustrates this scenario.

![Figure 8 Subsequent screening in Home and Visited network](image)

5.4.6.3 Combined screening in Visited network

Although the scenario in section 5.4.2 is straightforward and simple, it has two important disadvantages:

- It involves two independent CBCS.PEM-1 requests which are processed separately in two servers, which can lead to considerable delay. This is particularly inefficient if the screening rules in CBCS Enablers of the Home and Visited networks are very similar.
- It can cause the Content Screening Requestor to receive conflicting responses from the CBCS Enablers in the Home and Visited networks. The fact that the Content Screening Requestor must resolve such conflicting responses means that it must have some decision capacity itself, which cannot be assumed in general.

Figure 9 shows an alternative scenario that addresses these two disadvantages. In this scenario the Content Screening Requestor in the Visited network makes a single CBCS.PEM-1 screening request to the CBCS Enabler in the Visited network. This CBCS.PEM-1 request MAY contain a reference to an external Policy, in this case the Screening Rules held by the CBCS Enabler in the user’s Home network.

The CBCS Enabler in the Visited network fetches the external Screening Rules from the Home network with a CBCS.PEM-2 request. It then evaluates both the Screening Rules obtained from the Home network and its own Screening Rules to determine the response to be sent back to the requesting Enabler.

The following points explain this scenario further:

- The CBCS.PEM-2 interface (for Policy Management) SHOULD be used to request Screening Rules from the CBCS Enabler in the Home network.
- The Screening Rules from the CBCS Enabler in the Home network MAY have to be adapted for processing by the CBCS Enabler in the Visited network.
- The CBCS Enabler in the Visited network MAY combine the Screening Rules from the CBCS Enabler in the Home network with its own Screening Rules to form one set of Screening Rules, or it MAY process the Screening Rules separately.
- The request for Screening Rules MAY also be triggered as a result of mobility management, for example when a roaming CBCS User attaches to the Visiting network for the first time.
- The CBCS Enabler in the Visited network MAY delete the Screening Rules for the visiting CBCS User as a result of mobility management (e.g. when the CBCS User detaches from the Visited network) or after a certain time has passed without the Screening Rules having been used.

- If the CBCS Enabler in the Visited network caches external Screening Rules for visiting users, then the CBCS Enabler in the Home network SHOULD use the CBCS.PEM-2 interface to notify the CBCS Enabler in the Visited network if any of the Screening Rules for the visiting CBCS User are modified.

![Figure 9 Combined screening in Visited network](image)

**5.4.6.4 Combined screening in Home network**

This scenario is similar to the scenario in section 5.4.6.3, except that the roles of the CBCS Enabler in the Home and Visited networks are reversed.

The difference between the scenarios in figures 9 and 10 is essentially a difference in deployment strategy. The scenario in Figure 10 corresponds to a Home network centric approach to service control, as is common in current cellular networks and CAMEL. The scenario in Figure 9 could apply in situations where Content screening is required in the Visited network.
5.4.6.5 PEM-1 delegation to Home network

In the scenarios of sections 5.4.6.3 and 5.4.6.4, an external Policy is passed by reference in the CBCS.PEM-1 request. The CBCS.PEM-1 protocol also allows external Policies to be passed by value. This gives rise to an alternative scenario called PEM-1 delegation. Figure 11 illustrates this scenario.

In the scenario of Figure 11, when the CBCS Enabler of the Visited network receives a CBCS.PEM-1 request, it delegates the request to the CBCS Enabler of the Home network. In the delegated request it adds an external Policy consisting of the Screening Rules it wants the CBCS Enabler in the Home network to execute.
5.4.6.6 PEM-1 delegation to Visited network

It is also possible to reverse the roles of the CBCS Enabler in Home network and Visited network in the PEM-1 delegation scenario of section 5.4.6.5. Doing so results in the PEM-1 delegation scenario shown in Figure 12.

The difference between the scenarios in figures 11 and 12 is mainly a question of deployment. The scenario of Figure 11 puts control of the content screening activity in the Home network, while the scenario of Figure 12 puts the Visited network in control. However, both scenarios use the same delegation mechanism.

Figure 12 PEM-1 delegation to Visited network
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